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Porto Katsiki Studios 
Athani - Lefkada

Porto Katsiki Guest Houses are built in a magnificent location, at the picturesque village of Athani. The area around the complex is full of olive trees, while the unique view to the sea enchants all visitors. The Porto Katsiki Studios are the ideal place for those wishing to relax and enjoy the marvelous beaches of Lefkada island. The homonym beach of Porto Katsiki and the beaches of Yialos and Egremni, attract thousands of tourists every summer.










Accommodation in Athani - Lefkada


Comfortable & modern rooms
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Studio for 2 persons



 20 m²     2 persons     1 double bed
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Studio (2 persons)



 20 m²     2 persons     1 double bed
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Maisonette 2 floor apartment



 65 m²     4-5 persons     1 double bed 2 single beds
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View all Room types
 













COVID-19 Announcement
Here, at Porto Katsiki Studios, we are waiting to welcome you and help you explore the natural beauties of Lefkada.
 As the conditions created by COVID- 19 are truly unique to all, in our business as an absolute priority the safety, health and comfort of visitors and all of us, we have adapted the operating procedures to everything provided by World Health organization and the Greek Health Authorities.
 
 At the same time, we are implementing increased care and information protection measures so that the stay of our customers continues to be a unique experience that inspires confidence .










Guests' impressions
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Our stay was very enjoyable

The host was very helpful & even lent us an umbrella for free for several days. The apartments were really spacy and clean. Our stay was very enjoyable. We have even spent an evening sitting in the balcony and simply enjoying the sunset. While driving from the apartments you can reach some wonderful beaches pretty fast. In the village nearby, which you can reach on foot, you will find some great restaurants.... ++
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Just wonderful!

This was one of the best holiday apartments we have ever stayed in. The view of the terrace, the comfortable bed, the perfect layout of the apartment, the complete kitchen, the cleanliness, the helpful and very friendly hosts - it’s an absolutely wonderful place!... ++
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Dereham, United Kingdom   
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Great apartment on the west coast of Lefkada

What a great little find in Athani. Well away from the commercial side of the island to give you a relaxing holiday. Spyros, our host, was always on hand if you needed anything and he regularly checked we were comfortable without being intrusive. Our apartment was well furnished and comfortable with everything we needed for a self catering holiday apart from the lack of a microwave.
The view from the balcony was pretty good and we were ideally placed to watch the sun go down each evening before heading out for dinner at one if the local tavernas.
There are some really nice beaches within easy reach but if you stay on the west coast you will definitely need to hire a car to tackle the hairpin bends and steepish roads.
Would I stay here again? Absolutely, even though there is no shop in the village. A minor detail because everything else made up for it. Thanks Spyros for helping to make our holiday great!... ++
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Contact us
Porto Katsiki Studios
Hotel in Athani - Lefkada
  Athani - Lefkada - Greece
   +30 2645033136  info@portokatsikistudios.com



 Check-in 15:00 Check-out 11:00 
  Open 1.04 - 31.10 
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